occurrence were calculated
and compared with the
observed values. By
subdividing the phenophase
BB:OF into two (BB:VB and
VB:OF) and using their
respective Tb and thermal
units, summations reduced the
average error of prediction to
1.84 days from 1.91 days for
‘Candy Sunblaze’ and to 1.49
days from 2.35 days for ‘Red
Sunblaze’.
Phenological observations
were also conducted on a
population of plants and
temperature summations for
those populations were also
calculated. The crop was
considered to have reached a
given event when 50 % -- or
later when 75 % of the
containers with plants had
reached such event. Thermal
unit summations for all
phenophases of single shoots
were similar to those for
crops, whether calculated for
the 50% or 75% levels of
developmental event
completion. Subdividing the
phenophase BB:OF into two
(BB:VB and VB:OF) and
using their respective Tb and
TU accumulations to predict
the occurrence of OF at the
crop level produced
improvements in the
prediction for ‘Red Sunblaze”.
However, this methodology
did not result in any
significant reduction in the
average error of pre-diction for
‘Candy Sunblaze’.

CONCLUSIONS
We concluded that mini-rose
development can be modeled

using the traditional thermal
units methodology. Thermal
units can be used to predict
certain stages of development
(such as visible flower bud or
open flower) with errors that
are adequate for most
miniature-rose growers.

IMPACT TO THE
INDUSTRY
(1) Growers interested in
precision timing of their crops
can benefit from these results
whether or not they have an
environmental control
computer. An example of
how this model can be used :
a grower wants to have ‘Red
Sunblaze’ ready 60 days after
pinching the plants. This
means that the crop will have
to accumulate 589 Degree
Days over a period of 60 days
-- or 9.8 Degree Days per day.
At the end of each day, the
grower calculates how many
Degree Days have been
accumulated and decides
whether that total is greater or
less than expected. Thus, the
grower determines whether the
crop is ahead or behind
schedule. Based on that
determination, plans can be
made for the following day to
either slightly increase or
decrease the greenhouse
temperature. By starting this
corrective process early in the
crop cycle, the grower can
control temperatures to reach
the required one in small
increases or decreases without
risking crop damage from
excessive temperature
changes. (2) This process can
be done manually. However,

ideally an environmental
computer control system
should be used. The computer
not only would sense and
record the greenhouse
temperatures but also
determine if the thermal units
accumulation is on schedule
and “decide” what actions
should be taken. The
computer’s mechanisms can
sense and correct the
conditions at any time interval
the grower desires.
(3) Clearly, no technology
will replace an experienced
grower. This method is a
tool that allows a good
grower to become a better
grower by reducing the
subjectivity of the decision
making process.
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